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“Inertial Particles in a viscous fluid: The Maxey-Riley equation” 
 
The characterisation of the dynamics of a small inertial particle in a viscous fluid is a problem that 
dates to Stokes[1], back in 1851. Since his first attempt, many have tried and several formulas have 
been obtained for different types of flows, as well 
as more general cases; however, the scientific community did not agree in a general formula until 
1983, when M. Maxey and J. Riley[2] obtained a formula from first principles. This formula includes 
an integro-differential term, called the Basset History term, which 
requires information for the whole history of the particle dynamics and creates difficulties in the 
numerical implementation due to fast increasing storage requeriments. 
In the last decade, the Maxey-Riley formula has drawn the interest of many mathematicians and so, 
local and global existence and uniqueness of mild solutions have been proved ([3] & [4]). 
Nevertheless, a method to bypass the history term and obtain the trajectory 
of the particle remained unknown until the publication of an accurate solution method by S.Ganga 
Prasath et al (2019) [5]. 
In this presentation I will analyse the Maxey Riley equation and will identify the core ideas within S. 
Ganga Prasath's method to solve the Maxey Riley equation as well as its implementation for certain 
fluid flows. 
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